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Southern Tank Transport and Davis Transfer Company Improve Driver Performance to Reduce Fuel 
Consumption  
and Increase Profit.
 
Fuel is one of the largest expenses carriers face today, so managing fuel costs is a leading priority for transportation 
companies. Since fuel prices can fluctuate and increase very quickly, carriers are now—more than ever—seeking ways to 
proactively manage their fuel expenditures in order to decrease costs and increase their profitability. 
 
A variety of factors, including the type of vehicle, aerodynamics of truck components, tire rolling resistance, weather  
conditions, routing, and even maintenance practices can affect fuel consumption. However, driver behaviors such as exces-
sive idling, improper shifting, and speeding can increase fuel consumption more dramatically than any other factor. 
 

DID YOU KNOW? 
• Fuel is consistently the largest expenditure in the transportation industry, accounting for up to 40% of a motor carrier’s 
Cost Per Mile (CPM).1

• The most efficient drivers can get approximately 30 percent better mileage per gallon than the least efficient drivers.2

• The average long-haul truck uses over $3,700 of fuel per year idling.3

• Fuel economy is decreased by 0.5 miles per gallon (MPG) for every five miles per hour (MPH) in excess of 55 MPH.4

1 & 5  American Trucking Associations’ Letter to the U.S. House of Representatives, House Transportation  
  and Infrastructure Committee, January 27, 2009

2 & 4  Cummins MPG Guide, Secrets of Better Fuel Economy, February 2007

3  This is based on ATA estimates of 1,940 hours per year idling for a long-haul truck, each hour  
  of idling using 0.8 gallons of fuel, and an average fuel cost of $2.40 per gallon.
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Southern Tank  
Transport and
Davis Transfer  
Company Story:
 
Situation
Truckload carrier and dry bulk carrier 
seek ways to reduce fuel consumption 

Solution
Performance Monitoring featuring  
Fuel Manager 

Results
•  Increased visibility into behaviors driving 

fuel usage

• Reduced idling

• Increase miles per gallon (MPG)

• Decreased fuel consumption

While carriers intuitively know that driver behaviors affect fuel 
consumption, it is often difficult to identify specific driver behaviors in 
a timely manner in order to correct bad behaviors or encourage good 
ones. It is also difficult to distinguish driver behavior from vehicle 
performance as the primary cause of poor fuel consumption.

Two transportation carriers decided to expand their use of technology 
to help improve their fuel economy and more easily manage the 
factors contributing to it. Southern Tank Transport (Southern Tank), 
a dry bulk carrier based in Holly Hill, South Carolina, and Davis 
Transfer Company, Inc. (Davis Transfer), a truckload carrier based in 
Carnesville, Georgia, partnered with Omnitracs to better understand 
how their drivers’ behaviors and vehicles’ performance affect their 
overall fuel consumption. Both companies implemented Performance 
Monitoring application featuring Fuel Manager in order to better 
track and manage vehicle and driver behaviors related to fuel use.

Fuel Manager 
Fuel Manager has a robust set of querying and data presentation 
tools that help carriers manage and reduce fuel consumption by 
quickly identifying root causes of good and  
bad driver behaviors and vehicle performance. The application also 
quantifies the financial impact of performance and provides fleets  
with the flexibility to compare drivers, driver groups, vehicles and 
vehicle groups. Fuel Manager’s detailed reports can streamline 
back-office analysis by providing in-depth reporting and querying 
tools. A user-friendly dashboard makes the data easily  
accessible to driver managers and  
individual driver performance scorecards can be generated to 
facilitate performance discussions and coaching sessions.
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Southern Tank Transport
Southern Tank is a specialized dry bulk carrier of cement, lime and other 
construction related materials with terminals in South Carolina, Virginia, Alabama 
and Texas. The company aims to maintain a high level of customer service and 
to make the delivery of raw materials seamless to their customers. To do this and 
maintain an advantage over the competition, Southern Tank stays at the forefront 
of technology and fuel consumption management.

In evaluating tools to help improve fuel management, Southern Tank’s primary 
objectives were to increase the company’s MPG and reduce known fuel wasters 
such as idling and improper shifting. Since they were already using Mobile 
Computing Platform 100 as their fleet management system and were impressed 
with the platform’s ability to help them better manage their assets, communicate 
with drivers and track vehicles, it made sense for them to turn to Omnitracs for 
a fuel management solution. Southern Tank was ready to expand their use of 
technology and gain more visibility into their vehicles’ performance and drivers’ 
behaviors, and Performance Monitoring application with Fuel Manager was an 
ideal fit for their needs.

“We needed tangible ways to reduce fuel consumption, but before Fuel 
Manager, we had no way to pinpoint which drivers or vehicles were causing 
problems,” stated Ed Dockweiler, Director of Logistics for Southern Tank. “We 
also needed to be able to quickly and easily compare drivers and vehicles and 
determine how they were performing—by terminal and company wide.”

With Fuel Manager, Southern Tank was able to monitor the performance of 
each driver and terminal, as well as their overall performance as a company. 
Their timing was right on target too—not long after Southern Tank began 
implementing Performance Monitoring with Fuel Manager, diesel costs began 
to rise.

Davis Transfer Company
Davis Transfer is a southeast-based truckload carrier with terminals in Carnesville, Savannah and Valdosta, 
Georgia. The company specializes in high trailer capacity drop and pickup freight service with no 
outsourcing. An early adopter of fleet management technology, Davis Transfer has been a Omnitracs 
customer since 1990.

To better meet their operational goals, Davis Transfer was already utilizing Performance Monitoring 
application when the Fuel Manager module was introduced in 2008. Prior to this, Davis Transfer tracked 
MPG and fuel consumption manually during preventative maintenance stops, but the information lacked 
critical data about individual driver behaviors and vehicle performance. The company also needed to 
be able to compare drivers, equipment and terminals because this additional insight would further help 
them identify problems and find solutions. Davis Transfer executives identified Fuel Manager as the ideal 
solution.

“We looked at many different ways to address our fuel consumption issues, but ultimately Performance 
Monitoring with Fuel Manager gave us the most robust set of tools, flexibility and quality of data we 
needed to make positive changes.” stated Todd Davis, vice president of operations, Davis Transfer.

“We attribute our increased 

MPG directly to the data and 

reports queried from Fuel Man-

ager and our immediate action 

that led to decreasing the driver 

behaviors that were contributing 

to poor fuel consumption.” 

— Ed Dockweiler,  
Director of Logistics,  
Southern Tank Transport
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Implementation & Results
Southern Tank Transport  
Southern Tank began installing Performance Monitoring in December of 2007 when they averaged 
approximately 5.74 MPG company wide. By October 2008, the company’s average MPG was nearing 
6.05, thanks to the information available through Fuel Manager.

Southern Tank’s Dockweiler runs Fuel Manager reports weekly and emails them to terminal managers, 
dispatchers, maintenance shop managers and the executive management team. These weekly reports 
help Southern Tank track individual driver performance and behaviors and compare data by vehicle, 
driver and terminal. In the past, driver managers had no way to distinguish between good and bad idling, 
but Fuel Manager reports showed that some Southern Tank drivers were unnecessarily idling during 
breaks and at truck stops. Additionally, once they were able to pinpoint these problems, they reduced 
short idling by eight percent and extended idling by about four percent.

“We attribute our increased MPG directly to the data and reports queried from Fuel Manager and 
our immediate action that led to decreasing the driver behaviors that were contributing to poor fuel 
consumption,” said Dockweiler. “We began posting the reports at each terminal and initiated one-on-
one discussions with drivers to help them discover ways to decrease bad habits like excessive idling or 
improper shifting, and to thank those performing well.”

Since the reports are posted at each terminal site, drivers can track their individual progress and see how 
they are doing with specific goals such as increasing MPG or reducing unnecessary idling. And because 
drivers can compare their performance with others, friendly competition often encourages drivers to stay 
at the top of the list or move up the list if they are nearing the bottom.

“Fuel Manager has exceeded our expectations. It has given 
us the kind of actionable information we need to better 

monitor and manage driver and vehicle 
behavior, which allows us to be proactive in our efforts to 

reduce fuel consumption and expenses.”  
Ed Dockweiler, Southern Tank
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“The reports allow us to identify driving behaviors requiring coaching, but more importantly they allow 
us to catch drivers doing things right in order to thank them,” said Dockweiler. “In 2008 fuel prices were 
through the roof, so imagine the return on investment when we began to increase our fleet-wide MPG by 
a quarter of a mile per gallon—times 300 trucks.”

Fuel Manager helped Southern Tank identify and address issues related to idling, bad shifting patterns, 
speeding, and vehicle maintenance—all of which can contribute to reduced MPG.  
 
“Fuel Manager has also helped us with maintenance issues. If a tractor is showing unusually low MPG,  
we can discuss the problem with the driver first and if his performance is ruled out, thorough maintenance 
diagnosis is scheduled, which has potentially saved us an engine that could have gone unchecked for 
miles,” added Dockweiler.

Over-speed and excessive speeding can also be tracked by Fuel Manager. Although Southern Tank  
sets all of their trucks at 67 miles per hour, the reports indicate if there are any discrepancies and once  
they talk with a driver to rule out issues such as down-hill driving, they can isolate the problem and  
resolve it quickly.

Fuel Manager Dashboard
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Implementation & Results, continued

Davis Transfer Company
Davis Transfer implemented Performance Monitoring in 1997 and the Fuel Manager module was introduced 
in 2008. Shortly after implementing Fuel Manager, their MPG went from 6.1 to 6.8 across the company.  
They also significantly reduced their idling company wide, from 45 to 50 percent to seven to eight percent.

Todd Davis, vice president of operations at Davis Transfer, runs Fuel Manager reports every two weeks and 
forwards them to all managers and key executives. The reports are also posted at terminal sites for drivers  
to view. The data helped Davis Transfer identify drivers with exceptional performance and those who  
needed additional coaching. They were able to quickly determine which drivers were in the sub-six MPG 
category and implement coaching for improved performance. Davis Transfer’s drivers can now see how  
they compare with other drivers in the company, which has also helped to enhance performance and reduce 
fuel expenditures.

“It’s important for us to know who is doing a great job because it gives us an opportunity to express our  
appreciation and learn from our best drivers, which helps us coach other drivers to higher standards,”  
said Davis.

The data from Fuel Manager can also help companies in other ways. For example, Fuel Manager can be 
useful in spotting potential maintenance problems with vehicles and testing the effectiveness of performance 
enhancers such as auxiliary power units, fuel additives and vehicle configurations. By using the ad hoc  
vehicle grouping functionality in Fuel Manager, carriers can easily compare the results of test groups  
against the broader fleet’s performance.

Driver Fuel Report
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Identifying Trends
The Fuel Manager reports help terminal managers at Southern Tank and Davis Transfer improve  
efficiency because they can compare their performance with that of other terminals and identify both 
positive and negative trends. Terminal and driver managers can easily evaluate top and bottom per-
formers, and quantify the financial impact of their performance in order to make changes that result in 
lower fuel consumption.

The reports display time-configurable historical performance versus target comparisons across each 
of the performance measures for additional insight into trends. Southern Tank and Davis Transfer also 
appreciate the company-wide data reports for a quick synopsis of how fuel consumption is improving 
or worsening on a weekly basis. If the company as a whole is improving, they can communicate the 
good news with drivers and managers. If they are falling behind on their goals, they can quickly isolate 
problems before they become more significant and costly issues.

Other carriers that are considering a fuel management solution can learn from the experiences of 
Southern Tank and Davis Transfer. Southern Tank’s Dockweiler advises companies to have constant, 
open communication with drivers and managers when implementing a fuel management service such 
as Fuel Manager.

“It’s important to keep fuel management at the forefront of everyone’s minds by communicating posi-
tive and negative results and posting the reports frequently. The tools are great and the data is there 
but what you do with it is up to the individual company,” said Dockweiler. “If you don’t know where 
you’re performing poorly, you can’t fix the problem. Performance Monitoring with Fuel Manager 
helped us target our problems so we could take the necessary steps for improvement. We know that as 
a result of having Omnitracs as a partner, we’ve improved our company.”

Todd Davis’ advice is for companies to look at their overall fuel consumption and examine how they 
are currently tracking fuel expenses. “In order to raise the bar and make real improvements, a service 
like Performance Monitoring with Fuel Manager is a necessity because the data is actionable and 
provable,” noted Davis. “Companies can clearly see where they need improvement in order to meet 
company-wide goals like increasing MPG or decreasing unnecessary idling. Fuel Manager provides all 
of the data and reporting necessary to help transportation companies make significant changes that 
result in decreased fuel costs and increased profitability and that really is the bottom line.”
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The Omnitracs Alliance Program facilitates integration of Omnitracs solutions with other leading companies that 
provide complementary technologies and services. This program taps into the power of integration in order to 
best meet the needs of our shared customers. 
 
We offer Omnitracs Professional Services to all sizes of fleets to help you utilize our applications and our partners’ 
applications in the most efficient way. Our assessment, integration, custom development and programming, 
training, business intelligence, and predictive modeling services deliver practical solutions. This critical 
information increases your productivity and efficiency, so you can both grow and differentiate your business. 
 
The Omnitracs Services Portal provides access to a suite of web-based fleet management applications, including 
satellite mapping. Data from the Services Portal can be integrated into your existing enterprise systems.

Getting More from Your Technology Investment

About Omnitracs, LLC
Omnitracs is the global pioneer of innovative and comprehensive fleet management solutions transforming the 
transportation industry through technology and insight.  Omnitracs’ more than twenty five years of leadership 
and experience uniquely positions it to serve the industry’s needs for seamlessly integrated compliance, safety, 
productivity, route planning and delivery, analytics, and transportation management system solutions. Omnitracs’ 
more than 1000 employees deliver software-as-a-service based solutions that help more than 40,000 private and 
for-hire fleet customers manage over 1,500,000 mobile assets in more than 70 countries. Omnitracs’ portfolio 
encompasses Omnitracs Latin America and the solutions formerly known as Roadnet Technologies, XRS Corp, 
Sylectus, and Omnitracs Analytics. Omnitracs is a member of the Vista Equity Partners group of companies.

Learn how you can use our applications, 
platforms, and services to reduce costs, 
increase profitability, and stay competitive. 
Visit www.omnitracs.com and let us show you 
how you can save time and money.
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